
PLAY / PAUSE / REWIND / FAST FORWARD

“Resonating within us: column of air and water and solids, three-dimensional space, tissue and skin, long and broad 
walls and patches, and wiring, running through them; mooring receptive to the lower frequencies, as though our 
bodies were the union of ear and orchestra, transmission and reception. I am the home and hearth of sound, 
hearing and voice all in one, black box and echo, hammer and anvil, echo chamber, music cassette, pavilion, 
question mark drifting through the space of meaningful or meaningless messages, emerging from my own shell or 
drowning in the sound waves, 1 

I am the resonance and the tone, I am altogether the mingling of the tone and its resonance” 2

PLAY

How often do we listen? We tend to create - the world resonate, we breath in - sing out, move our body - make 
sound, we dance and breath life into frequencies which then vibrate within/around us, we resonate the world while 
hearing its resonance.

Michel Serres wrote: “To listen is to vibrate, but to vibrate is to emit”  because once we learn about our hearing 
system, we will know that it starts when sound arrives in the ear canal and starts to vibrate our eardrum, resonating 
behind the eardrum are the three bones which we know it as the osssicles. In middle ear, the ossicles vibrate and 
amplify the vibrations from the ear to our inner ear, where the fluid within the cochlea moves and causes the hair 
cells to capture the pattern of vibrations and convert it into a spatial-temporal pattern of firings on the auditory 
nerve which will then send the information forward to our brianstem. 

From this process, vibration plays a central role on how our hearing becomes the meaning that we understand. It 
gives birth to the life of sound, gives its names and find its place in the world of our perception. It happens both 
inside and outside our body, before and after the meaning of the sound were revealed to us.
 
Why do we separate the phenomenon of sound making out from sound perceiving? Does it not tie together with the 
vibration that brought them to life on both ends? It surrounded us, like a mother’s womb that nurture, protect, and 
link us to the source of life itself.  “Shouts, car-horns, whistles, engines, cries, brawls, stereotypes, quarrels, 
conferences, assemblies, elections, debates, dialectics, acclamations, wars, bombardments, there is nothing new 
under the sun, there is no news that is not news of yet another racket. Noise is what defines the social” 3 All these 
sounds reflected who we are, as a person, as a society, as a human being. We can never disassociate ourselves from 
the ensemble of the world that we live and breath in. 

Because listening is not just a mere act of amusement, nature gives us our hearing to protect us from the dangers of 
life. Predator, food, protector, hunter, seasons, changes, all theses sing their own song, emit their own vibration and 
create their impact. Whenever we forget to use our ears to observe and be part of our surrounding, does it not mean 
that we are heading down the road of our own extinction? 

“Perhaps the residents, like locusts, will eat away their own city and the last remaining power for their ears. The 
city has never learnt to hide itself, it keeps its body open, grow arbitrarily, and screams” 4

1 Michel Serres, Boxes, the five sense, a philosophy of mingled bodies, p.141

2 Steven Connor, Michel Serres's Five Senses, http://www.stevenconnor.com/5senses.htm

3 Michel Serres, Boxes, the five sense, a philosophy of mingled bodies, p.107

4 Zhang Anding, The political listening of urban sounds, p.34

http://www.stevenconnor.com/5senses.htm
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PAUSE

What happen when we pause and listen, when we suspend our movement and stop time? When the music stopped, 
noise flooded in, sound of the city faded, the music flew through the headphones that cover our ears. One starts to 
speak, another stops to listen, loud sound masking out softer tone, sounds of the new replacing voices the old. For 
every instance, we all bath in the sounds of dissonance, consonance, harmonious and inharmonious. 

In the world we live in, we are constantly bombarded with continuously flow of sounds and noises. Can we really 
pause and listen?  Jacques Attali wrote in his book ‘Noise - The Political Economy of Music’, “When Cage opens the 
door to the concert hall to let the noise of street in, he is regenerating all of music: he is taking it to its culmination. 
He is blaspheming, criticizing the code and the network. When he sits motionless at the piano for four minutes and 
thirty-three seconds, letting the audience grow impatient and make noises, he is giving back the right to speak to 
people who do not want have it”5

What are we in search of when we pause? Silence? Peace? Solitude? or do we simply want to hide ourselves from 
the outside world? Surrounded us, televisions - constantly broadcast thousands of channels through our ears and 
eyes, our personal music player - feed us with the infinite flow of music of our choices, live bands and it lead 
vocalist - croon their songs in the background of our dimly-lit dinner or while we stroll through shops in the complex. 
Announcement, advertisement, statement - persistently bawl out what we need to do, buy and consume. Can we 
really shut ourselves out and stop listening? Brian Hatton stated “Could it be that we come to the city in order to 
achieve solitude? Such has been the unspoken premise of the modern city of utopian individualism. By solitude I do 
not mean isolation. Isolation is a state of nature: solitude is the work of culture. Isolation is an imposition, solitude 
a choice”6

Will closing our ears help us to find our solitude, or in a contrary, by openly listening to the world? When we dive in 
the unfathomable sea of sounds, thrown by the powerful currents of noises, can our body truly justify the sound it 
perceive?  How do we balance our left and right ears while continue walking a tightrope between harmonious and 
inharmonious world?

Zhang Anding wrote “Listening, however, is more than that. It’s not going to automatically become a conscious and 
independent behaviour or the tool to re-establish the relationship between an individual and the city. Listening is a 
symmetrical game: at the other, it remains critical” 7

If we continue to listen without pause, and pause without listen, the result might only help to delay us from 
reaching our final destiny - the abysses of noises that kept multiplying its heads like mythological Hydras, will we 
tragically be eaten of our human spirit, and lost our final battle to the voracious monster of sounds? 

“Their live become a tricky balancing act, as they strive to maintain an equilibrium between the layer of music and 
the chaotic bombardment of noise. When harmony gives way. Like the breaking of a dike, I will die, my eardrums 
punctured by the screaming flood. The moment of death is marked by the final victory of the multiple”8

5 Jacques Attali, Composing: Noise, The political economy of music, p136-137

6 Brian Hatton, Audio Culture, p.98

7 Zhang Anding, The political listening of urban sounds,  p.30 

8 Michel Serres, Boxes, the five sense, a philosophy of mingled bodies, p.107



REWIND

“Sound is very strange stuff. In fact, it’s not ‘stuff’ at all, because it has no discernible substance or mass. It’s 
actually a process, a complicated process - of particles moving, of objects moving, of air moving and, 
sometimes, liquids moving. You cannot get hold of it, you cannot touch it, you cannot feel it in your hand. 

It’s not a ‘thing’. Things make sounds, and things have to move to produce sound, but sounds are definitely 
not things. When a sound has gone, there’s nothing left but a memory. It’s like the complex gestures made by 
a calligrapher’s hand, wrist and arm; there are movements, time passes, something happens. But where a 
calligrapher’s gestures leave a mark on paper, a physical residue that can be seen, sound moves the air and 
leaves nothing behind. A sound unfolds in its own time and then it’s gone....forever. Only a memory survives. 
And memory fades quickly” 9

Phenomenon of sound has bewildered us for centuries, thinkers, philosophers and scientists had spend their 
lifetime finding the key to control sound. In controlling sound, they will have an ultimate power not only over 
the people, but also time. For generations, soothsayers, oracles and prophets have been listening to the secrets 
of the world - thunder, wind, birds, avalanches, the rumbling of earth before an earthquake. If they can pause, 
rewind, fast forward an event of sounds, many secrets can be revealed, story can be retold and history can be 
rewritten. 

Not only time that we can tempered with, memory, emotion or space can all be re-imagined with the help of 
the captured sound.  As Iain Chambers wrote: “ the Walkman is both a mask and a masque:  quiet putting into 
act of localised theatrics. It reveals itself as a significant symbolic gadget for the nomads of modernity, in which 
music on the move is continually being decontextualised and recontextualised in the conclusive acoustic and 
symbolic flux of everyday life”. He also state: “Walkman so far represents the ultimate form of the art of 
transit, it also represents ultimate musical means in mediating the ambient. For it permits the possibility, 
however fragile and however transitory, of imposing your soundscape on the surrounding aural environment 
and thereby domesticating the external world: for a moment it can all be brought under the START/STOP, FAST 
FORWARD, PAUSE and REWIND buttons” 10

If nature allow us to have the magical power of time-bending through our ability to seize sound, should it not be 
utilised in the way that the balance of harmonious and inharmonious world be restored? At the height of our 
human civilisation with our inconceivable power in capturing time. Is it not now, that we should bring back 
equilibrium of the sound world, where we listen and create, perform and perceive, give and take at the same 
time?

“The multiple threads of sound art practice weave a fabulously rich tapestry. It celebrates the ear in a world 
that we mostly perceive with our eyes. Language, our tool for thought, is very much orientated towards what 
we can see. Sound art encourages us to listen; it sharpens the ears and the imagination and so develops what 
it is to be human” 11 

9 Robert Worby, An introduction to sound art, Sound and the City, p.13

10 Iain Chambers, The Aural Walk, Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music,  p.99

11 Robert Worby, An introduction to sound art, Sound and the City p.22



FAST FORWARD

What was precious, are now losing its meaning, old values are being challenged by the pressing call to quantify 
themselves. Consumerism, capitalism and productivism sing their siren songs and allure us of our common-
sense. “Our society mimics itself, represents and repeats itself, instead of letting us live.”12

In this critical time, sounds and noises are being manipulated by the invisible power, we are all under the illusion 
of representation and silenced by repetition. At this time, “There is no communication possible between men 
any longer, now that the codes have been destroyed, including even the code of exchange in repetition. We are 
all condemned to silence-unless we create our own relation with the world and try to tie other people into the 
meaning we thus create. That is what composing is. Doing solely for the sake of doing, without trying artificially 
to recreate the old codes in order to reinsert communication into them” 13 

John Cage called for composers and musicians to put down an absolute authority over sound. The artist should 
solemnly hand back the rights of free listening to the audiences. Regardless of places, people or types of sound, 
Cage stated:“The composer should give up the desire to control sound, clear his mind of music, and set about 
discovering means to let sounds be themselves rather than vehicles for man-made theories or expressions of 
human sentiments ” 14  

If we all, artists or audiences alike, sincerely embrace the power of creation by the act of listening, we will 
discover “Something that lets me find my own rhythm between the measures”, as Karlheinz Stockhausen did.  
When the act of creation no longer bounded to the artist’s hands, but rather the continuation of dialogue 
between artists and audiences, creators and perceivers, makers and admirers, the sound of music will then grow 
to become a harmonious tune that connect our body, ourselves, our environment, human and nature together. 
As Attali carefully put down his vision “The aleatory then rejoins order. Any noise, when two people decide to 
invest their imaginary and their desire in it, becomes a potential relationship, future order”15

It might not be the time in 1952, for all audiences to recognise how precious their freedom of listening were 
handed to them when they experienced John Cage’s 4’33. But now, the piece has continuously been speaking 
to us for over half of the century, and with Cage’s Centennial in 2012, will this not be the time we will all 
liberate our ears, celebrate our freedom of listening, and let our senses transcended and enjoy the pleasure of 
‘living the sound’. 

Let us finish with Michel Serres’s beautiful remarks about ‘boxes’ - our hearing sense - “The lovely carved design 
of our outer ear, a final series of little boxes or dimples, combining helix and counter helix to make one last 
maze, must receive messages which are still unknown to science. We wear two questions marks, one on each 
side of our head like placards, two treble clefs, with neither repercussions nor answer.”16

12 Jacques Attali, Composing: Noise, The political economy of music, p.134

13 Jacques Attali, Composing: Noise, The political economy of music, p.134

14 Cage, Silence, p.10

15 Jacques Attali, Composing: Noise, The political economy of music, p.143

16 Michel Serres, Boxes, the five sense, a philosophy of mingled bodies, p.144


